Guidelines for the Cynthia Spencer Hospice Charity Social Media Ambassadors
What is a Social Media Ambassador?
A Social Media Ambassador (SMA) is someone that will help to generate a positive buzz about the
Cynthia Spencer Hospice Charity (CSHC) online. SMAs help us to improve our online engagement and
are also a fantastic resource for spreading the word about CSHC. SMAs help to promote events, spread
news and engage with fellow SMAs through online social networks. In return, they receive increased
online profiles and extended personal and professional networks, and are entitled to priority event
bookings.
Why do we need Social Media Ambassadors?
As a charity our primary aim is to raise funds to enable Cynthia Spencer to continue to CARE, SUPPORT
and work towards providing CHOICE to everyone with a life-limiting condition in Northamptonshire.
This involves breaking the myths of hospice care and raising essential funds. We have a great network
of professionals in all industries and host lots of events that educate, provide networking
opportunities and share news. Our social media channels communicate all kinds of information and
we need to make sure our messages are getting to the right people. That’s where you come in…
Roles and Responsibilities
SMAs will be asked to promote social media initiatives selected by our Marketing Manager for events
and activities. These asks will come regularly throughout the year and each one will be optional. We
hope you will want to share many of our posts but we understand that some may not be relevant to
you or audience. In addition, we hope our Ambassadors will share content from the charity social
media accounts that interest them and which they believe would resonate with their social media
networks. We also hope that SMAs will wish to attend events and live tweet using our hashtags.
Currently, our social media activity is mainly on Facebook and twitter, but we have plans to improve
our YouTube offering and Instagram presence. We also have a monthly eNews and would welcome
posts from our SMAs.
Benefits of being a Social Media Ambassador
•
•
•
•

Designation as an official Social Media Ambassador of Cynthia Spencer Hospice Charity
Exposure across established Cynthia Spencer Hospice social media channels and other media
outlets
Potential to increase your social reach and impressions leading to opportunities to leverage a
larger network to gain influence
Priority bookings on our most popular events.

Responding to comments on social media
As an SMA, you may be contacted by other Cynthia Spencer supporters through social media. Please
do reply to any comments that you might receive, but please keep a few things in mind while doing
so:
Be honest and friendly in your responses – if you don’t know the answer to a question, feel free to say
so
Alternatively, if you don’t know the answer to the question, feel free to get in contact with our
Marketing Manager (victoria@cynthiaspencer.co.uk), or advise the contactor to do so.

Don’t reply to any comments that you find offensive or inappropriate and don’t engage in an argument
with anyone
List of Cynthia Spencer Hospice social media pages
Twitter - https://twitter.com/CynthiaSHospice
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/cynthiashospice/
Linkedin - https://www.linkedin.com/company/cynthia-spencer-hospice-charity/
YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPA5luNtzahbfqdgXtLWuYw
Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/cynthiaspencercharity/
FAQs
Do I need to have thousands of followers to become a Social Media Ambassador? NO. We value both
the size and the quality of an ambassador’s network.
Do I need to be active on all the social media channels you cover? No. We recognise that people
often have a preferred channel and that’s absolutely fine. We would rather you used the channel you
are more familiar with than tried to cover too many spaces.
What is the time commitment? We would anticipate that in total, the commitment would be less
than one hour per month.
Can I introduce a friend? Yes! The more SMAs we have the better it is for us and for you.
How do I get involved? Email victoria@cynthiaspencer.co.uk with the subject ‘I want to be an SMA’,
tweet us or send us a message on Facebook.

